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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to analyze the criminal penalties and criminal liability of children, as well as the mechanism of supervisory sanctions for children in conflict with the law. This type of research is normative juridical research. The legal material used is primary legal material and secondary legal material. Data collection techniques used to obtain data and information through library research methods. Primary legal materials and secondary legal materials that have been collected and then analyzed which will later be linked to the principles, legal theories and the formulation of existing legislation and conclusions can be drawn. The results showed that the elements of criminal accountability were (1) Capable of being responsible; (2) There are errors; and (3) Absence of forgiving reasons. All three elements must be fulfilled by a child when he will be held accountable before the law. The imposition of criminal sanctions for supervision of children in conflict with the law is reviewed from the perspective of a criminal law on child protection based on Law Number 11 of 2012 concerning the Criminal Justice System for Children. The imposition of supervision criminal is based on the type of crime committed by the child.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia as a state of law as stipulated in Article 1 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, has logical consequences that all acts of citizens, the government including law enforcement officials must be based on applicable law so there is no room for state apparatus to act in violation of existing legal provisions. Society in general often understands the law as a set of rules made by the State and binds its citizens with the mechanism of the existence of sanctions as a coercion. The purpose of law will be achieved when there is harmony between legal certainty with the benefit of law so as to produce a justice [1].

At present, the types of crimes contained in the draft Penal Code have included supervision penalties as part of the main criminal types. Supervisory sanctions are quite interesting to study because this is a new type of sanctions, which if agreed upon will be one of the types of sanctions choice applied to the Indonesian Penal Code. Supervisory sanctions are one of the main criminal types regulated in Article 65, Article 76 and Article 77 of the draft Penal Code 2019. In the explanation of the article it is explained that the emergence of the type of sanctions oversight is as an alternative sanctions deprivation of short-term independence and fines imposed by the judge to the defendant and the deprivation of short-term independence in this case is imprisonment and confinement [2].

In addition to the draft Penal Code that has included supervisory sanctions as part of the main sanctions types, there is also Law Number 11 of 2012 concerning the Criminal Justice System for Children. This law was enacted and implemented in 2014. This law enhances the previous law, namely Law Number 3 Year 1997 concerning Juvenile Court.

Lately the development of children’s problems in Indonesia is increasingly complex. According to data from the Indonesian Child Protection Commission (KPAI), cases of children in conflict with the law, are the most frequently reported cases to the Indonesian Child Protection Commission. From 2011 to 2019, the number of children in conflict with the law cases reported to the Indonesian Child Protection Commission reached 11,492 cases, far higher than the reported cases of children who were caught in health
and drug problems (2,820 cases), pornography and cyber crime (3,323 cases), and trafficking and exploitation (2,156 cases) [3]. Data on the number of child cases is estimated to increase from year to year. If this problem is not immediately addressed, it is feared that it will cause more complex problems.

Many children come into contact with the law and many even have problems with the law. A child who is in conflict with the law or has committed a real crime due to the objective conditions or conditions surrounding the child himself and his environment.

Considering the negative impact of the crime of deprivation of liberty on the development of a child who is in conflict with the law, Law Number 11 Year 2012 concerning the Criminal Justice System for Children, offers other alternatives as a substitute for the deprivation of the crime of deprivation of liberty, one of which is a criminal oversight. But in the implementation of criminal supervision as an alternative criminal deprivation of liberty for children who are in conflict with the law so far is still less effective, bearing in mind that there are still many imprisonment sentences imposed on children in conflict with the law. Even since the enactment of Law Number 11 Year 2012 concerning the Criminal Justice System for Children, there has never been a sentence regarding the type of criminal sanctions in the form of criminal supervision of children in conflict with the law. Based on this, the problem that will be discussed in this paper is how is criminal penalties and criminal liability of children? and what is the mechanism of supervisory sanctions for children in conflict with the law?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Criminal Penalties and Criminal Liability of Children

Criminal action is usually defined as the stage of determining sanctions and also the stage of giving sanctions in criminal law. Criminal meaning is punishment. Criminalization as an act against a criminal, can be justified normally not primarily because the conviction contains positive consequences for the convicted, victim and also the community. Criminal punishment is not because they have done evil but so that perpetrators of crimes no longer do evil and others are afraid of committing similar crimes.

That means the punishment is not intended as an attempt to revenge but as an effort to foster a criminal as well as preventive efforts against the occurrence of similar crimes [5]. The moderate view maintained by Marc Ancel (France) who named the flow as “Defense Sociale Nouvelle” or “New Social Defense” or “New Social Protection”. According to him, each community requires a social order, which is a set of regulations that are not only in accordance with the needs for a common life, but in accordance with the aspirations of the community members in general. Therefore, the large role of criminal law is an inevitable requirement for a legal system [6].

Some moderate view concepts put forward by Marc Ancel are [6]:

1. A moderate view aims at integrating ideas or conceptions of community protection into a new conception of criminal law;
2. The protection of individuals and society depends on the precise formulation of criminal law, and this is no less important than the life of the community itself;
3. In using the criminal law system, this school rejects the use of fiction and juridical techniques that are independent of social reality. This is a reaction to the legitim of the classical school.

Criminal theory according to Herbert L. Packer states that there are two conceptual views, each of which has different moral implications, namely a retributive view and a utilitarian view [7]. The retributive view presupposes punishment as a negative reward for deviant behavior committed by the community members so that this view sees pemindinan only as retaliation for mistakes made on the basis of their respective moral responsibilities. This view is said to be backward-looking.

The utilitarian view sees punishment in terms of its benefits or uses where what is seen is the situation or circumstances that wish to be produced by the conviction. On the one hand, punishment is intended to improve the attitude or behavior of the convicted person.
and on the other hand the punishment is also intended to prevent others from the possibility of committing similar acts. This view is said to be forward-looking and at the same time has deterrence.

Criminal liability in foreign terms is referred to as the baekheerdheid or criminal responsibility which leads to the criminalization of the offender with a view to determining whether a suspect or defendant can be held responsible for a crime or not. To be able to convict the offender, it is required that the crime committed does meet the elements of offense specified in the Act. Seen from the point of occurrence of prohibited acts, a person will be held accountable for those actions if the act is against the law and there is no justification for exclusion or negation of the unlawful nature for the crime he committed. And from the standpoint of the ability to take responsibility, only someone who is capable of being held responsible may be held accountable for his actions [8].

Children as young people are the successors of the ideals of the struggle of the nation and human resources for national development. A child needs guidance and special attention, especially their parents and the government to achieve maximum physical, mental and spiritual development [9]. In order for every child to be able to assume these responsibilities, he needs to get the widest opportunity to grow and develop optimally, both physically, mentally and socially, and have a noble character, so that protection efforts are needed to realize the welfare of children by providing guarantees for fulfillment of their rights and the existence of treatment without discrimination [10]. The elements of criminal liability are:

1. Able to be responsible;
2. There is an error; and
3. Absence of forgiving reason.

All three elements must be fulfilled by a child when he will be held accountable before the law. Law Number 11 Year 2012 concerning the Criminal Justice System for Children uses the Restorative justice approach, namely the settlement of criminal cases disputes involving the perpetrators, victims, the perpetrators/victims and other relevant parties to jointly seek a fair solution by emphasizing recovery in its original state, not retaliation [11].

Supervisory Sanctions

Montesquieu states that a good form of legislation should endorse crime prevention rather than punishment [12]. Formal criminal law cannot function without violations of material norms of criminal law (criminal acts) [13]. After the issuance of Law Number 11 Year 2012 replacing Law Number 3 Year 1997 concerning Juvenile Courts, the Law on the Criminal Justice System for Children has specifically regulated the material criminal law, formal criminal law and criminal implementation law for children who commit a crime or in this law referred to as a child in conflict with the law. The Criminal Justice System for Children Law, hereinafter referred to as the SPPA Law, is a special law (lex specialis) of general law (lex generalis) contained in the Penal Code (KUHP) and the Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP).

The understanding of children in the Act is given different restrictions from the previous law. In the SPPA Law regulated in Article 1 point 2, children who are in conflict with the law are children who are in conflict with the law, children who are victims of criminal acts and children who are witnesses of criminal acts. The next item explains that children who are in conflict with the law, hereinafter referred to as children, are children who are 12 (twelve) years old, but not yet 18 (eighteen) years old who are suspected of committing criminal offenses. The age limit in the SPPA Law differs from the age limit stipulated in the juvenile court Law previously in Law Number 3 Year 1997 it is explained that what is meant by a child is a person who in a naughty case has reached the age of 8 (eight) years but has not yet reached um 18 (eight) twelve years and have never been married. The bad boy in this law is:

a. Children who commit crimes; or
b. Children who commit acts that are prohibited for children both according to the laws and regulations and according to other legal regulations that live and apply in the community concerned.

The juvenile justice system is the whole process of resolving cases of children dealing with the law, starting from the investigation stage to the guidance stage after undergoing the crime. The formulation of criminal sanctions and actions in the SPPA Law shows that the juvenile justice system has adopted a double track system. In other words, the SPPA Law has explicitly governed the types of criminal sanctions and sanctions at the same time. According to Muladi, the use of the two-lane system (Zwiepurigkeit) was a consequence of the adoption of the Neo Classical school [14].

Rights is something that is inherent in every human being, and rights can be applied in every scope of life [15]. In the SPPA Law, sanctions for children in conflict with the law consist of criminal sanctions and sanctions actions. In Article 71 of the SPPA Law, the main sanctions consists of:

a. Criminal warnings, namely minor crimes that do not result in restrictions on children's freedom;
b. Criminal conditions include: coaching outside the institution, community service or supervision;
c. Work training;
d. Coaching in institutions;
e. Jail.
Supervisory sanctions are imposed for a maximum period of 3 (three) years. During serving the criminal period with a condition, the child must attend 9 (nine) years compulsory education.

In the SPPA Law does not explicitly regulate how the implementation of this criminal oversight. Supervisory sanctions are a new sanction regulated in the SPPA Law even though in the latest Penal Code Draft 2019 the latest criminal oversight is one of the main crimes that are threatened.

In Article 79 of the Penal Code Draft it is stated that a defendant who commits an offense threatened with imprisonment for a maximum of 7 (seven) years may be subject to supervisory sanctions. Supervisory sanctions can be handed down to the defendant given his personal circumstances and actions. Supervisory sanctions are imposed for a maximum period of 3 (three) years.

In imposing supervisory sanctions, conditions can be determined based on Article 80 paragraph (3) of the Criminal Code Draft, i.e.:

1. The convict will not commit a criminal offense;
2. The convict within a certain period that is shorter than the criminal period of supervision, must replace all or part of the losses arising from the criminal offenses committed and/or;
3. The convicted person must commit an act or not do certain acts without reducing religious freedom and political freedom.

Supervision is carried out by the correctional center at the ministry that organizes government affairs in the field of law and human rights. If during the supervision of a convicted person violates the law, the correctional center at the ministry that carries out government affairs in the field of law and human rights can propose to the supervisory judge to extend the period of supervision which does not exceed the maximum 2 (two) periods of supervision that have not yet been served.

If during the supervision of the convicted person shows good behavior, the socialization center at the ministry that conducts government affairs in the field of law and human rights can propose to the supervisory judge to shorten the period of supervision. The supervising judge can change the determination of the period of supervision after hearing the parties.

Furthermore, it is regulated further in Article 81 of the Penal Code Draft that if a convicted person while undergoing criminal supervision commits a criminal offense and is convicted of a crime not a capital punishment or a non-prison sentence, then the supervisory sanctions is still carried out. If the convict is sentenced to imprisonment then the supervisory sanctions is postponed and re-implemented after the convict has finished serving a prison sentence.

In the explanation of the SPPA Law, it is understood that what is meant by supervisory sanctions is a sanction specifically imposed on children, namely supervision conducted by the public prosecutor on children's behavior in daily life at the child's home and providing guidance carried out by the social counselor.

In Article 77 of the SPPA Law it is stipulated that supervisory sanctions can be imposed on children for a minimum of 3 (three) months and a maximum of 2 (two) years. In the event that a child is sentenced to criminal supervision, the child is placed under the supervision of the public prosecutor and is guided by the social counselor.

According to Muladi, the term probation/supervisory sanctions in the modern sense has a meaning as a system that seeks to carry out rehabilitation of someone who is proven to have
committed a crime, by returning it to the public during the period of supervision.

Muladi said that there were two approaches in the effort to find sanctions type formulations as an alternative to sanctions deprivation of liberty, i.e [16]:

1) An approach that sees criminal alternatives as deprivation of liberty (prison) as an alternative sanction, namely sanctions that can replace sanctions imprisonment, where these alternative sanctions can only be used and accepted when the sanctions can serve the purpose of punishment and imprisonment is deemed unnecessary;

2) An approach which states that alternative sanctions are an effort to achieve the goals of punishment where the criminal penalties for the purpose of punishment cannot even be achieved.

Speaking of the supervisory sanctions, inevitably the problem will not be separated from the conditional criminal arrangement, in Wetboek van Strafrecht 1915, because it seems that this criminal oversight is an increase in conditional criminal conduct. The growth of conditional criminal institutions in Indonesia cannot be separated from the growth of institutions such as those that preceded it in the United States and other states [17].

Based on theoretical and practical studies with the development of criminal surveillance carried out by several countries in the world, is an alternative to the crime of deprivation of liberty imposed by the judge. In England and in Western Europe, France and Belgium. The first legal regulation on probation took place in Massachusetts in 1878 which allowed for the postponement of a criminal sentence by placing the criminal in probation. This was gradually accepted by other states. Furthermore, this was also followed by Britain.

In mainland Europe after going through sharp differences of opinion among scholars, a form of conditional criminal delay has been accepted called “oursis simple” ie in France in 1891 and in Belgium in 1888. This institution is more a delay in the implementation of a crime rather than a delay criminal conviction like a probation system. Another difference is that the conditional criminal adjournment institution does not at all require supervision or assistance to the convicted person.

CONCLUSION

The elements of criminal accountability were (1) Capable of being responsible; (2) There are errors; and (3) Absence of forgiving reasons. All three elements must be fulfilled by a child when he will be held accountable before the law. The imposition of criminal sanctions for supervision of children in conflict with the law is reviewed from the perspective of a criminal law on child protection based on Law Number 11 of 2012 concerning the Criminal Justice System for Children. The imposition of supervision criminal is based on the type of crime committed by the child.
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